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In an ever-changing climate, California is becoming more of a wildfire prone state during fire season
through recent years. With the increase in wildfires over the past couple of years, power shutoffs
initiated by utility companies and power outages due to nature have been negatively affecting
residents that are directly or indirectly affected by wildfires. As residents of California become more
susceptible to being affected by these power shutoffs and outages, residents are looking for ways of
powering their homes when the power is off. The most common backup power options for residents
are gas as well as natural gas generators and battery storage with or without a photovoltaic system.
Through this project, with collaboration and willingness from the homeowners of two separate homes,
an analysis was made to determine the most cost effective and properly sized backup power option for
their household’s electricity needs and usage. Through this process, a step-by-step procedure will be
developed that homeowners in fire prone areas can follow in hopes of finding the most effective
backup power solution for their home. Additionally, homeowners will be provided with an Excel
sheet that will help them in deciding on a backup power option for their home.
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How The Project Came About
The way in which this project came about was due to an interest with the electrical side of
construction. This interest in electrical construction dives deeper with an interest for photovoltaic
systems, also referred to as solar panel systems. After brainstorming and meeting with multiple
professors and individuals involved in the industry of this senior project topic, a focus was
established. It was not until a discussion occurred with Dominic Cacciatore, a Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo Construction Management Alumni and current employee at Cupertino Electric, that the impact
recent wildfires had on homeowners closely located in those areas became a forefront focus for this
project. More specifically, this discussion sparked the intent to point the project’s direction to the
electrical impact on homes that are in wildfire danger zones. The discussion with Dominic about my

interest in solar helped bring about the idea of backup power solutions for homeowners in California
due to the direct and indirect effect of longer and harsher wildfire seasons that California has recently
been experiencing. Through the dimensions of this project, to accommodate any homeowner that is in
the market for backup power, the Excel sheet and step-by-step process will apply to a much wider
range of people to increase the population that can benefit from the project done.

Process
Find two homes that fit the criteria
The first step of this project was to find two homes that are indirectly or directly affected by wildfires.
The reason behind knowing if they are indirectly or directly affected by wildfires is because utility
companies will typically cut off power to places that need repair or may cause a wildfire in addition to
locations with wind warnings in order to help prevent wildfires from igniting. More so, wildfires can
also cut power by burning down the poles that powerlines are attached to. This means that
homeowners are left without electricity for an unpredictable period of time, ranging from a couple of
hours to a couple of days depending on the danger, damage, and threat of a given wildfire. These
types of power outages can lead to hundreds of dollars’ worth of food or even the unfortunate death
and suffering of pets that depend on electricity to keep them alive.

Determine daily electricity usage for the two homes
The next aspect once two homes were picked was to gather roughly six to twelve months’ worth of
electricity bills. These electricity bills provided billing period electricity usage values. For home
number one, nine months’ worth of electricity bills were gathered, whereas twelve months’ worth
were gathered for home number two. The Excel sheet provided on page three and four has tables in
which one table is for home number one and the other table is for home number two. The information
taken from the electricity bills to be included in the Excel sheet were billing period values for both
usage and generation. From there, in order to get a daily average, each month’s usage and generation
needed to be divided by the billing period. After calculating the daily averages, they were double
checked by analyzing the daily averages on the electricity bill. The most important pieces from the
two households electricity history were the daily averages of each month’s daily averages as well as
the minimum and maximum daily usage averages because these calculated averages help in
determining the most effective and appropriate backup power solution for each home.

Determining the most effective quantity of Tesla Powerwalls for each home
The calculated daily averages for the two homes that takes into account generation, along with
Tesla.com and other websites were used to determine required capacity and pricing of Tesla
Powerwalls. From research, one Tesla Powerwall including both materials and labor would be
$10,500 per Powerwall (Lane, 2021). Once the unit price for a Powerwall was evaluated, a
conservative and liberal quantity of Powerwalls for the two homes using the minimum, average, and
maximum usage averages was determined. This process was performed because a daily average is an
average with daily usage and generation values varying day to day, and the amount of Powerwalls
from this truly cannot be based on exactly for each home.

Contact a local contractor for a residential generator quote
Next a reputable local electrical contractor was contacted for a residential grade backup generator
quote for the two homes. A quote for the two homes from a reputable local electrical contractor
included both material and labor for the backup generator. The quotes for the two homes excluded
fuel hookup and a concrete pad for the generator to sit on. For this aspect of the generator, multiple
websites were used to determine the pricing of material and labor for a concrete slab and the fuel line.

Analyze the various backup power quotes to determine which is the most cost
effective
After calculating usage numbers and acquiring pricing for the multiple backup power options for the
two homes, the next step was to determine which option would be the most effective for each of the
homes. A direct and side by side comparison of financial feasibility, usability by the homeowners,
reliability, and capacity of the two backup power options was completed.

Assumptions
1.

2.

The number of Tesla Powerwalls was determined based on minimum, average, and
maximum daily usage values. The homeowner has the ultimate say in how conservative or
liberal they would like to be when it comes to deciding on the quantity of Tesla Powerwalls.
When analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of the generator and Tesla Powerwalls,
the generator is an entire home generator.

Deliverables
The deliverables for my project are an electricity usage breakdown of the two homes, a Powerwall
breakdown, a Step-By-Step Process for Determining What Backup Power Option(s) Best Fit Your
Residence, a price breakdown of the backup power options for the two homes, and an Excel sheet for
homeowners to use when deciding on a backup power option for their home.

Electricity usage breakdown of two homes
Table 1

Table 2

Powerwall Breakdown
Table 3

Step-By-Step Process for Determining What Backup Power Option(s) Best Fit Your
Residence:
Step 1: Determine the residence’s usage by month or billing period to acquire average daily usage
values by using the attached Excel sheet. The user only needs to input the billing period usage and
billing period values into the columns that calculate daily averages.
Step 1A: Input monthly kWh usage values from bills into boxes D4-D15 (Monthly
Usage Column).
Step 1B: Input the corresponding billing period values into boxes C4-C15 (Daily Average
Usage Column). Only input the billing period to maintain the functionality of the built in
equations within each box.
Step 1C: Input monthly kWh generated from electricity bills into boxes F4-F15 (Monthly
Generated Column).
Step 1D: Input the smallest value from column G titled New Average Daily Usage W/ Daily
Average Generated (kWh) into box D23. Exclude negative values.
Step 1E: Input the biggest value from column G titled New Average Daily Usage W/ Daily
Average Generated (kWh) into box F23.
Step 2: Determine the residence’s power outages per year. This will help with determining what type
of backup power option is best and meets the needs of the residence. This can be determined by
looking at prior years’ power outages to get a rough estimate.
Step 3: Determine if your home has a photovoltaic system.

Step 4: Determine city zoning requirements for backup power options.
Step 5: Determine how many Powerwalls are required. The user only needs to input minimum and
maximum daily usages into Excel sheet.
Step 6: Contact local generator, photovoltaic system, and battery storage installer(s).
Step 7: Compare and contrast the cost and efficiency associated with each backup power option.

Backup power options for the two homes
The table below includes quotes for a Powerwall and generator for both homes. The Powerwall quotes
were gathered from visiting SolarReviews, in which the quotes include materials and labor. Whereas
the generator quotes including material and labor were gathered from a local electrical contractor in
addition to HomeAdvisor and fixr.
Table 4
Backup Power Options
Tesla Powerwall
Generator

Home 1
$10,500.00
$15,000.00

Home 2
$17,000.00
$15,000.00

Excel sheet for homeowners to use to determine usage and Tesla Powerwall
requirements
Table 5

Lessons Learned
Location
The location and proximity of the home to wildfire prone areas is a major factor because the closer
that a home is to a wildfire prone area, the more likely it will be affected by power outages whether it
be due to the wildfire itself or the local electrical utility company shutting off the power to avoid a
wildfire from happening.

Household’s daily electricity usage
Another major aspect of determining a backup power option for a home is it’s daily electricity usage.
The amount of electricity used will drastically influence how many Tesla Powerwalls are needed or
the size of a backup generator whether it be a whole house or partial. One thing to note is that the
number of Powerwalls and the capacity of the backup power generator do not always need to reflect
what the homes electricity usage is on a day-to-day basis because when power outages happen it is a
possibility that homeowners might reduce their consumption. This means that the electricity usage
during a power outage would not reflect a normal or nonpower-outage day of electricity usage.
Another note to make is that the nature of power outages are extremely unpredictable in the sense that
they can last days on end which means that a Tesla Powerwall that was designed and based off of the
home’s daily usage would not necessarily work when a photovoltaic system is not present. For
example, a home with a daily average of 24 kWh and a quantity of two Tesla Powerwall’s may not
work for a two day power outage unless the home has a photovoltaic system or if the home reduces
electricity usage by half each day.

Zoning
After doing research on backup generator zoning requirements, what was learned was that there are
noise and air quality requirements that need to be met (CD & Power, 2021). These requirements and
measures are in place to protect the environment, neighbors, and the homeowners (CD & Power,
2021). These requirements will be very important and have an influence on the homeowner when it
comes time to deciding on a backup generator in terms of its capacity and location on the
homeowner(s) property.

Owner ease
When it comes to the usability of backup power options, some may be easier to use than others.
Backup power options require no work at all, and others require the homeowner to go outside in the
elements and physically turn on a generator or even fill it up with fuel multiple times. For example,
some generators are wired so that they automatically turn on once a power outage occurs similar to
Tesla Powerwalls. On the other hand, some generators need to be physically turned on and constantly
fueled whereas other generators have a natural gas or liquid propane line hooked up. All of these
variables need to be considered and communicated to the homeowner when they are deciding on a
backup power option for their home.

Proposed Generator Locations
The photos below are of proposed locations for the placement of the quoted generator at home one
and home two.

Home 1

Figure 1. Arial View

Figure 2. First Person View

Home 2

Figure 3. Arial View

Figure 2. First Person View

Conclusion
The main goal and purpose for this project was to ensure that homeowners with no prior expertise in
backup power are able to determine the best option for their home. The Excel sheet and step-by-step
process that have been developed will allow homeowners that reside in the state of California and
beyond to make an educated and informed decision when they decide on a backup power option for
their home. Throughout the duration of this project, the lessons learned were very beneficial in the
realm that they ultimately made the Excel sheet and step-by-step process more user friendly and
beneficial. In the end, this project was successful and most importantly became a useful tool that will
benefit people in need of backup power for their home.
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